It is well known that minimum received energy per bit in the interference channel is as if there were no interference. Thus, the best way to mitigate interference is to operate the interference channel in the low-signal-to-noise-ratio ( ) regime. However, when the SNR is small but nonzero, alone does not characterize performance. Verdu introduced the wideband slope to characterize the performance in this regime. We show that a wideband slope of is achievable. This result is similar to recent results on degrees of freedom in the high-SNR regime, and we use a type of interference alignment using delays to obtain the result. We also show that in many cases, the wideband slope is upper bounded by for large number of users .
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I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, there has been much interest in interference channels [1] - [3] . In [4] , it was shown that in the highsignal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime, it is possible to achieve degrees of freedom in a -user interference channel ( of the degrees of freedom if there were no interference). The basic idea is to align interference from all undesired users in half the signal space, and then receive the desired signal in the other half space without interference, an idea pioneered by Maddah-Ali et al. [5] . Paper [4] has inspired a large body of research on interference alignment in the high-SNR regime, for example, [6] - [11] .
In this paper, we consider the interference channel in the low-SNR regime, where explicitly (1) is the input power, and is the system bandwidth. While the work in [4] and follow-up work show impressively that much can be done to mitigate the effect of interference in the high-SNR regime, one could argue that the best way to mitigate the effect of interference is to avoid the high-SNR regime and instead operate in the low-SNR regime, when possible. It is well known (see, e.g., [12] ) that in a point-to-point channel, the received minimum energy per bit is achieved as the spectral efficiency (bits/s/Hz)
. It is also known from [12] that this energy is unchanged in the presence of interference for nonfading additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) interference channel with scalar channel coefficients and perfect channel state information at all transmitters and receivers. Thus, in this limit, the effect of interference is completely eliminated. However, as Verdú pointed out in [13] , in practical systems, the spectral efficiency must be nonzero, though it might still be small. One way to characterize the effect of this is through the wideband slope. The wideband slope is defined by (2) where is the spectral efficiency as a function of . The wideband slope essentially represents a second-order approximation in the low-power regime of the spectral efficiency as a function of SNR, or first-order approximation of the spectral efficiency as a function of . For example, we can write Examples in [13] show that this is a good approximation for many channels up to fairly high spectral efficiencies, e.g., 1 bit/s/Hz. Further, Verdú [13] shows that and can be determined by the first-and second-order Taylor expansion coefficients of at , namely
where and . 0018-9448/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE The reference point for wideband slope is the point-to-point AWGN channel, which has a wideband slope of 2. The wideband slope also characterizes the bandwidth required to transmit at a given rate (in the lowregime). For example, if the wideband slope is decreased from 2 to 1, twice the bandwidth is required for transmitting at a given rate.
The wideband slope for interference channels was considered for the two-user channel in [14] (a generalization to QPSK can be found in [15] ). They showed that time-division multiple access (TDMA) is not efficient in the lowregime. In Section III, we will extend the results of [14] . However, the main focus of the paper is the -user channel, and in particular how interference alignment as in [4] can be used in the lowregime.
Traditional interference alignment does not work in the low-regime. The results in [4] depend on time or frequency selectivity of the channel. However, to achieve the minimum energy per bit in a nonflat channel, all data need to be transmitted on the strongest channel only-which means that the wideband slope is poor (e.g., for a -user interference channel if only the strongest user transmits). On the other hand, delay differences between different paths can be effectively used. Delay differences for interference alignment were also considered in [16] - [18] . However, delay is a more natural fit for the lowregime. Namely, as the bandwidth even the smallest delay will eventually be magnified to the point of being much larger than the symbol duration. Therefore, delays can be efficiently manipulated and used for high bandwidth.
In this paper, we will prove that interference alignment using delays can be used to achieve half the wideband slope of an interference-free channel, similar to losing half the degrees of freedom in the high-SNR regime. We will also show that generally it is difficult to obtain a larger wideband slope. The fact that wideband slope is reduced by only half means that near singleuser performance can be obtained in the low-power regime. For example, if it is desired to transmit at spectral efficiency, in the interference-free channel, this requires 0.6 dB extra energy over the minimum energy per bit for . With interference, 1.2 dB, e.g., 0.6 dB extra energy is needed to overcome interference, independently of the number of users.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a scalar complex -user interference channel with Gaussian noise and line-of-sight (LOS) propagation. There are transmitters, numbered 1 to , and receivers, also numbered 1 to . Transmitter needs to transmit a message to receiver , and receiver has no need for messages from transmitter . All transmitters and receivers have one antenna. The transmitters and receivers are placed in a 2-D or 3-D space, where the distance from transmitter to receiver is denoted . Consistent with the LOS model, we assume the wireless signal propagates directly from transmitter to receiver , and the delay in signal arrival is, therefore, determined by . While the LOS model is particular, it does apply directly to some real systems, for example, fractionated spacecraft [19] . An extension of results to multipath may be possible, but far from straightforward. Therefore, to obtain a concise mathematical theory, we restrict attention to the LOS model. It is not clear to what extent the conclusions of this paper can be extrapolated to multipath scenarios.
Let the complex discrete-time transmitted signal of transmitter be and the corresponding baseband (continuoustime) signal be with (two-sided) bandwidth . Specifically, to satisfy a strict band limit, we must have The received baseband signal at receiver is
Here, is a complex constant that also depends on the distance between transmitter receiver pairs; the specific dependence is not important to the theory, though; and is white Gaussian noise filtered to a bandwidth . The received signal is sampled at the Nyquist frequency (as is the two-sided bandwidth). Let
where is the largest integer smaller than or equal to . Without loss of generality, we can assume that the received signal at receiver is sampled symbol-synchronous with the desired signal. Then, the discrete-time model is (9) where is as sequence of i.i.d circularly symmetric random variables, , and
We will also occasionally make the dependency on the fractional delay explicit as follows:
By the Shannon sampling theorem, this discrete-time model is equivalent to the original continuous-time model. Results do not change if we normalize the time at each receiver so that . We, therefore, arrive at the following expression for the received signal: (12) Notice that this model makes no assumptions on or approximations of modulation, e.g., it does not assume rectangular waveforms. Transmission in our model is strictly bandlimited to a bandwidth , as opposed to [16] .
A. Approaching the Low-Regime: Large Case and Small Case
What is interesting is that there are two distinct ways to approach the low-regime, which have very different impacts on the performance of the interference channel defined by (12) . Although approaching the low-regime by letting is emphasized in previous papers, it is not the only way. As can be noted from the definition of SNR (1), SNR approaches zero if either or . Consider a point-to-point AWGN channel with spectral efficiency
The low-results are based on a Taylor series of , as also seen by (3) and (4); therefore, as long as , low-power results such as minimum energy per bit and wideband slope are valid. The key is that the spectral efficiency , not that . For the interference channel (12), on the other hand, different results are obtained depending on how the low-regime is approached. In the first approach, let while is fixed and finite. We call this approach the large bandwidth case. In this case, the propagation delay is large compared with the symbol duration, i.e., as , can become arbitrarily large even for very small .
In the second approach, let while is fixed and finite. We further assume that the propagation delay is much smaller than the symbol duration, i.e.,
. Under this assumption, . This approach is called the small bandwidth case.
The large bandwidth case is the topic of this paper; the small bandwidth case will be considered in a later paper (M. Shen and A. Høst-Madsen, "The Wideband Slope of Interference Channels: The Small Bandwidth Case," IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory, submitted for publication).
B. Performance Criteria
In [14] , the whole slope region of the interference region in the two-user case was analyzed. However, for more than two users, it is complicated to compare complete slope regions, and we are therefore looking at a single quantity to characterize performance. We denote the power constraint for each user and the spectral efficiency ; we further set . We consider two different constraints:
1) The equal power constraint. In this case, we maximize the sum spectral efficiency under the constraint , i.e., . We want to characterize the wideband slope of the sum spectral efficiency .
2) The equal rate constraint. In this case, we minimize the total power per Hz under the constraint . We want to characterize the wideband slope of the sum spectral efficiency . The equal power constraint could correspond to a scenario where each user needs to consume energy at the same rate, e.g., so that batteries last the same for all users. The equal rate constraint could correspond to a scenario where we want to min-imize total system energy consumption. Each constraint can be easily generalized to unbalanced cases, e.g., , but we only consider the balanced case here to keep results concise.
As performance measure, we use
The quantity is the wideband slope of a -user interference channel where all interference links are nulled, , , but the direct links are unchanged. We can interpret as the loss in wideband slope due to interference, or equivalently as (approximately) the additional bandwidth required to overcome interference. Alternatively, if we define as the extra energy required to operate at a spectral efficiency , we have for small increases in spectral efficiency. Thus, also measures the amount of energy needed to overcome interference.
C. of the Interference Channel
Papers [13] and [14] show that the minimum energy per bit of the interference channel is equal to that of an interference-free channel, achievable by treating interference as noise (TIN) and TDMA. The following theorem gives the transmitted under the two different constraints.
Theorem 1: The minimum energy per bit of the interference channel defined by (5) is (13) under the equal rate constraint; and (14) under the equal power constraint.
The best known achievable rate for the interference channel is the Han-Kobayashi region [20] . For the Gaussian interference channel, in particular, the idea of transmitting common messages has been shown to be powerful [21] . However, the common message does have a higher in the low-power limit than the minimum and, therefore, does not improve the wideband slope. To make fair comparison, any bound imposed on the wideband slope must have the correct . We emphasize this requirement in the following remark.
Remark 2: For a bound on rate to be useful as a bound on wideband slope, it needs to have the correct given in Theorem 1.
While Theorem 1 and Remark 2 discuss the interference channel defined by (9), similar statement has been made in [13] for point-to-point scalar and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels, and in [22] for MIMO channels with out-of-cell interference.
III. TWO-USER CASE
We will start by analyzing the two-user case as this is instrumental for the -user case. As we have discussed in Section II-A, the essential difference between large bandwidth case and small bandwidth case is that they impact the behavior of propagation delays differently. It turns out that all results in the two-user case are independent of delay, thus independent of how the lowregime is approached. This indicates that the capacity region in the two-user case could be independent of delay in general, but we have not been able to prove so.
A. Achievable Schemes
First, we will outline the strategies that can be used for the achievable rate. In order to use these to inner bound the sum slope, as mentioned in Remark 2, they must have the correct , and that only leaves three strategies 1) Interference decoding.
If , user can decode the message from user , and the capacity region of the interference channel is equivalent to the capacity region of the multiaccess channel formed by transmitter , transmitter , and receiver , which is
In the low-regime, as , there always exists some real number such that if the sum slope outer bound given by the summation of (15) and (16) is less than the sum slope outer bound given by (17) because . Therefore, (17) can be discarded and the multiaccess bound is equivalent to the rectangular capacity region of a channel with no interference. Thus, interference does not affect wideband slope in this case.
2) Treating interference as noise (TIN).
The transmitters use i.i.d Gaussian code books, and the receivers treat the interference as part of the background noise. Notice that delay does not affect the distribution of interference as has same distribution as . The achievable is
3) TDMA.
In TDMA, the transmitters use orthogonal time slots. Because of the delay differences, users have to insert buffers with no transmission around each TDMA frame, so that they are orthogonal at both users. However, the length of these buffers is finite, so as the code length converges toward infinity (as required by capacity analysis), the effect of these buffers on spectral efficiency will converge toward zero. TDMA, therefore, achieves the following spectral efficiency also in the case of delays:
The achievable sum slope can be straightforwardly calculated from these equations using (4) . The expressions are too complex to give much insight, so we will only state them for later reference for a canonical two-user channel with symmetric interference link gains. Theorem 3: Consider a two-user interference channel where and . The sum slope is inner bounded by (22) under both the equal power constraint and the equal rate constraint.
B. Outer Bounds
In this section, we will state some sum slope outer bounds, and discuss the so-called noisy interference channel, where the exact sum slope is known.
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 2 from [23] to channels with delay.
Theorem 4 (Kramer's Bound): Suppose that . Then any achievable rate pair must satisfy
independent of delay. Proof: Put to enlarge the capacity region. Now assume that, different from the system model (12) , receiver 2 also samples the received signal synchronously with the transmitted signal of user 1. 1 A Z-channel with delay is formed: (26) where is defined by (10). Next, we show that the capacity region of (26) is independent of delay. Channels (a) and (b) illustrated in Fig. 1 have identical capacity regions because and have the same distribution. is i.i.d Gaussian noise independent of and the input signals, with power . 
Using Fano's inequality as usual, we can now bound the capacity of this channel by (29) 
where is the message sent by transmitter 2. The step (29) to (28) is from the data processing inequality, as is a function of the transmitted codeword , which is a function of . The second term in (31) is independent of delay, and can be lower bounded by the entropy power inequality [25] . The first term can be upper bounded by the delay-free case. Therefore, the capacity region of (26) is identical to that of the channel without delay. Papers [24] and [23] show that the capacity region of delay-free channel can be derived from an equivalent degraded broadcast channel. Given Theorem 1 in [26] , its rate region has upper bound (23) . Finally, it is easy to see that the capacity region of (12) is contained within that of the Z-channel. Equation (25) is a restatement of [23, (47) ].
We use Theorem 4 to obtain a sum slope outer bound under the equal power constraint as follows, Corollary 5: Suppose that . Under the equal power constraint, the wideband slope for the sum rate has outer bound (32) 
independent of delay.
Proof: This result can be easily shown combining (25) and formulas (3) and (4).
Results similar to Theorem 4 and Corollary 5 can be obtained for case by interchanging the indices "1" and "2." For the equal-rate constraint if only one interference link is weak, bound (23) does not have the correct and therefore cannot be used for bounding the wideband slope by Remark 2. If both interference links are weak, we have following corollary.
Corollary 6: Suppose that and . Under the equal rate constraint, the wideband slope for the sum rate is upper bounded by independent of delay.
Proof: Equation (23) gives
Under the equal rate constraint, , and our objective is to minimize . We construct the following optimization problem:
where and .
Using simple linear programming principles, an optimal solution can be found at the vertex of the feasible region. That is, where . We solve this simple linear system and get
Now we have the expression of sum power as a function of sum rate. The following formulas are equivalent to (3) and (4):
They can be proved using a technique similar to [13, (140 [3] , the authors show that there exists a class of channels whose optimal sum spectral efficiency can be achieved by i.i.d. Gaussian inputs and TIN. This class of channel is one of the few where the exact sum capacity under equal power constraint is known, and consequently also the exact sum slope. We here extend these results to channels with delay. (3) and (4), we have (48). Fig. 2 illustrates the sum slope region of a two-user interference channel with unit direct link gains, and symmetric cross link gains, that is, , and . In this figure, the inner bound is given by Theorem 3: the inner bounds labeled "Strong Int.," "Achievable, TDMA," and "Achievable TIN" are represented by the first, the second, and the last line in (22) , respectively. The outer bound is given by (32) . Given Corollary 8, if , TIN achieves the optimal sum slope, i.e., the inner bound is tight, which is also indicated on the figure.
The focal point here is the point . Just above that, the effect of interference is completely eliminated. Just below that, interference is at its worst. One could wonder if, for the -user case, the former fact could be used effectively. It turns out that is not the case. In Section IV-B, we will show that in a -user interference channel when is large, with high probability, each user will form an two-user weak interference pair, where is just below 1, with some other user.
IV.
-USER CASE
A. Achievable Scheme and Inner Bound
For the two-user case, the achievable rates are unaffected by delay, as seen in Section III-A. However, the -user case is very different from the two-user case, just as for the high-SNR case considered in [4] . Similar to the high-SNR case, we can obtain a significant increase in rate by using a variation of interference alignment. The type of interference alignment used in [4] based on time or frequency selectivity does not work in the low-SNR regime; however, propagation delays can be used. Specifically, we show that for any set of delays , that are linearly independent over the rational numbers,there exists arbitrarily large that can make close to some odd integer. Remember that we assume , as a result, if we let each user use even time slots in the discrete time baseband channel model, then at the receiver, the desired message and the interference signal are almost orthogonal in the time domain. Therefore, the interference channel can achieve . The idea of interference alignment using delay differences is also used in [16] - [18] . However, delay is much more efficient when we let , as can become arbitrarily large. We, therefore, do not need to use the approximation as in [16] or large as in [17] . Paper [18] mainly discusses how to design an algorithm to place users in an -dimensional space, , so that interference alignment can be realized. In our work, and user locations are given. Our method for interference alignment works for any user location (with probability 1 for a continuous distribution of user locations).
In order to state the results, we need to refine the definition of wideband slope (2) as (51) (52)
Notice that if the limit exists, (52) is identical to (2) , so this is not a new definition, but a widening of the applicability of the wideband slope. We will see through an example in Section IV-A2 that this generalized definition has an operational meaning, as does the wideband slope in [13] .
For comparison purposes, we will list the results for the interference-free case, i.e., for as follows (directly obtained from [13, Th. 9]):
1) Achievable Sum Slope: In the following, we will precisely specify the interference alignment scheme we use to obtain the achievable sum slope. Since we only use every other time slot for transmission in (53) we can at most achieve a wideband slope . In the following, we will show that it is possible to choose the transmission bandwidth so that most of the interference lines up in the discarded time slots , which in turn means that we can actually achieve . The concept of linearly independent over rational number will be introduced first. Combining the inequality above with Lemma 13, Lemma 11 is proved. Lemma 11 shows that using this transmission scheme, the desired signal is almost orthogonal with the interference signal in time domain. However, there is always some interference leaking into the signal time slots. We need to show that as the fractional delay (8) , the power of this interference becomes negligible. For this, we need the following lemma, Equipped with the interference alignment scheme in definition 9, Lemma 11, and Lemma 14, we proceed to show the main results on the achievable sum slope of the -user interference channel.
Theorem 15: Suppose that the set of delays is linearly independent over the rational numbers. Then, the following wideband slope is achievable:
Under both constraints is achievable.
Proof: Assume that the system uses the transmission scheme proposed in Definition 9. Let denote the power of the leaked interference.
The best rate with this scheme is clearly achieved if the leaked interference power is zero; in that case, the channel is an interference-free channel where half the symbols are not used. We can, therefore, conclude
On the other hand, taking into account the leaked interference, the achievable rate at receiver is
The wideband slope is a continuous function of the coefficients in the first two terms in the Taylor series of in . According to Lemma 11 for any , there exists some and a set of integers such that , i.e., the integer part of the delay is an odd number, and the fractional part of the delay satisfies From Lemmas 11 and 14, we can then conclude that there exists a sequence of real numbers , , so that and for all . This means that is a limit point, and together with (56), this shows that is the limit superior. The theorem has the following corollary. Corollary 16: Suppose that all transmitters and receivers have independent positions and each node position has a continuous distribution. Then, the propagation delays , , are linearly independent over the rational numbers with probability one, and is achievable.
So, in practice, is achievable, since transmitters and receivers can never be positioned accurately in a grid.
2) Practical Implementation and Simulation Results: In this section, we will show that the interference alignment ideas of the previous section can be used in a practical system, and show some simulation results. This will also make it clear why the modified definition (52) is needed.
We can see that one key question concerning the transmission scheme defined by Definition 9 is: how to find ? Here, we propose an algorithm, stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 17: Assume that both the transmitters and the receivers have perfect channel knowledge.
Initialize to be any positive integer. Proceed with the following while loop: While { Increase by 1, i.e., . } If are linearly independent over the rational numbers the algorithm terminates after a finite number of iterations. The output of the algorithm satisfies which can, therefore, can be chosen as . Lemma 18 guarantees that the searching algorithm defined in the proposition above terminates. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 11. However, the essential difference is that while Lemma 11 only shows the existence of satisfying (54) over the set of positive real numbers , the results in this section ensure that such can be found even if we restrict to be integer.
Lemma 18: If are linearly independent over the rational numbers, then for any , there exists an integer , such that (59) for some integers . Further, can be made arbitrarily large. The proof of Lemma 18 is based on the second form of Kronecker's theorem[28, Th. 7.10, Second Form of Kronecker's Theorem], which shows that Theorem 12 still holds even if we require to be an integer. Details are skipped here.
We can see that the brute force algorithm of searching through all integer is guaranteed to find good operating bandwidths. Fig. 3(b) shows the performance of the proposed achievable scheme when the system operating at a sequence of , . However, designing more efficient -searching algorithm could be a subject of further research.
In the simulation, we consider a three-user channel with symmetric channel gains:
, . Notice that for channels with symmetric link gains, equal power and equal rate constraints are equivalent. The delays are chosen such that they are linearly independent over the rational numbers. Fig. 3(a) shows the simulation results of the case where bandwidth increases continuously. The system performance shows a noticeable oscillating behavior. This phenomenon can be explained as followed. At receiver , the interference caused by user is an increasing function of ; and is a periodic function of , oscillating between 0 and 1. It can be proved that the cumulative effect of leaked interferences from all other users has same (almost) periodic behavior. The proof is similar to that of Lemmas 73 and 13; details are skipped here. Fig. 3 (a) also shows why we need the modified definition (52). In this case, the limit (2) does not exist; one definition of a limit of a function is that for any sequence , . In Fig. 3(a) , the points along the upper envelope and the points along the low envelope, for example, give different slopes. However, the always exists. One sequence that achieves the is shown in Fig. 3(b) . What is important to notice is that the new definition of the wideband slope is still operational as in [13] . That is, it is possible to choose some finite bandwidth where the performance is close to the wideband approximation. But different from [13] , it is not enough to use a bandwidth that is sufficiently large. It also has to be chosen very carefully.
B. Outer Bounds
In Section IV-A, we have seen that can be achieved. Is this the best possible? Clearly no. In the two-user channel, the interference alignment scheme proposed in Definition 9 reduces to TDMA. As we have seen in Section III, interference decoding and TIN can be better than TDMA. For case, it is also not difficult to construct examples where is achievable. However, in this section, we will show that for large this happens rarely.
Let us first define two concepts: -interference pair and weak -interference pair. Similarly, in Section IV-B2, we will show that as , the event happens with high probability, which gives under the equal power constraint if the distribution of satisfies some additional conditions. The outer bounds in this section are proven under the assumption that the channel coefficients for all are i.i.d. random variables. However, this is not a necessary condition, only a convenient condition to simplify proofs; later in the section, we will comment more on this.
1) Equal Rate Constraint: First consider the equal rate constraint. We assume that the channel coefficients are i.i.d. and
; if the latter assumption were not satisfied, even in the interference-free case [see (13) ], so the energy per bit and wideband slope would not be well defined for large (see also the comment at the top of [13, p. 1325 ] about Rayleigh fading).
Let be the CDF of ; this defines a probability measure on the real numbers through (this is true for any random variable) For , define two sets all
The following lemma shows that as the number of users a user in , with high probability forms a -interference pair with at least one other user.
Lemma 20: Given , denote This proves (60) explicitly as follows. For any we can choose sufficiently small to make (70) less than . We can choose sufficiently small to make smaller than . Finally, we can choose large enough to make smaller than with high probability and close to 1.
2) Equal Power Constraint:
We now consider the equal power constraint. Assume that the number of users is an even integer, . For , we define the event and denote the indices of users belonging to the same weak -pairs as . Let the channel coefficients be random variables with a distribution that could depend on . We consider the following property of this sequence of distributions. It can be seen that for , i.e., a nearly constant distribution, (78) is close to .
We will discuss some implications of these theorems. For the equal rate constraint, (60) essentially states that the wideband slope is bounded by of that of no interference for large . Since this is also achievable by Theorem 15, this is indeed the wideband slope, and delay-based interference alignment is optimum. The bound for the equal power constraint is slightly weaker, but is still close to for some distributions.
Theorems 23 and 25 have been proven under an i.i.d. assumption on all channel coefficients. This can seem restrictive and not that realistic in an LOS model. However, the i.i.d. assumption is not essential. In Theorem 23, it is used to prove that every user has at least one other user with which it forms an -pair with high probability. This might be true under many other model assumptions. It is also used to invoke the law of large numbers, which has a wide range of generalizations. In Theorem 25, the i.i.d. assumption is used to prove that users form disjoint weak -pairs, and again for invoking the law of large numbers.
What can be concluded is that for small special examples, it is possible to find a better wideband slope by optimizing a combination of interference alignment, interference decoding, and TIN. However, it probably does not pay off to try to find a general algorithm for optimizing wideband slope: comparing the achievable sum slope given by Theorem 15 and the upper bounds provided by Theorems 23 and 25, we can see that as the number of users grows large, the gap between the upper bounds and the inner bounds achieved by the interference alignment scheme defined by Definition 9 becomes arbitrarily small.
Furthermore, finding such schemes is hard based on our experimentation.
Another interesting observation is that the outer bounds do not depend on delay, only on the channel gains. Thus, the outer bound depends on the macroscopic location of transmitters and receivers (e.g., if gain is proportional to for some ), while the inner bounds depend on the microscopic location (i.e., fractional delay differences). This also means that the outer bounds apply to general scalar interference channels, not only LOS channels. However, for non-LOS channels, better outer bounds can be proven, which is the subject of a later paper (for initial results, see [29] ) V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have shown that by using interference alignment with delay differences, a wideband slope of half of the interference-free case is achievable. We have also shown that, mostly, it is the best achievable. What it means is that near 2-user performance can be achieved in the interference channel in the lowregime. One surprising conclusion is that orthogonalizing interference is (near) optimum in the low-power regime. It is not too surprising that this is optimum in the high-SNR regime [4] , since that regime is interference limited. But since the low-power regime is also noise-limited, one could have expected that orthogonalizing interference is suboptimum. That is indeed the case for a two-user channel. But for a -user channel, orthogonalizing is near optimum, as shown by Theorem 25.
A number of questions remain open. What if the bandwidth remains fixed, but the transmission rate approaches zero (e.g., in a sensor network)? This case is more complicated and will be covered in a later paper. How can the delay-based interference alignment be implemented in practical systems? As we have seen in Section IV-A2, the achievable spectral efficiency is very dependent on choosing the right symbol rate, so this touches on issues of channel knowledge and estimation, and how to optimize symbol rate in a given spectral efficiency region, as well as up to what spectral efficiencies the wideband slope provides a good approximation.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 7
The following lemmas will be used in this proof. , this theorem is identical to the previous results in [1] , [2] , and [30] , and a later work [27] . Here, we use similar technique as the proof of Theorem 6 in [27] to show that this results still hold for channel with nonzero delay.
Assume that the channel coefficients and input power constraints satisfy (45 . This shows that the sum capacity of a channel with delay is outer bounded by that of a channel without delay.
We could see that the inequality is independent of the propagation delay. It is identical to the first inequality in [27, eq. (89)]. Therefore, from this point on, the proof is the same as in the delay-free case. is the indicator function of the set . Since we have assumed that , also and clearly , and .
APPENDIX E PROOF OF LEMMA 22
To be explicit, let be a random variable on the probability space [32] . Given the definition of , we can conclude that . And such set with minimal cardinality satisfies the following necessary conditions:
(a) ; (b) (c) the subgraph of G spanned by is connected, and it has at least edges; (d) every vertex in is adjacent to at least two vertices in ; (e) any subsets of can find a perfect matching in ; Proof: (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) are proved by Lemma 7.12 in [33] , and [34, p. 82 ]. And (iv) is true because if there exists a subset of that can not find a perfect match, we could just let be , and its neighbors in be . Then, violates Hall's condition, while . This contradicts the assumption that is the minimal set violating Hall's condition.
Define the event : there is a set , , . satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) in Lemma 29. Bollobas [33] shows that for a graph with no isolated vertex, is equivalent to . Define as the event that there exists at least one isolated vertex in . In our case, we want to show that Using the union bound, we have isolated isolated where , .
We also define for later use. (a) holds because the event is independent of . And it is a necessary condition for to be is isolated. Now, let us look into for . Let , , and
. Denote as the probability that the subgraph of spanned by satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) in Lemma 29. We have (83) is from the union bound;
is from the union bound, and from that fact that there are choices for with , and more choices for . In [33] and [34] , the case where edge probabilities are i.i.d, whose value is , is considered. In [33] , is bounded using condition (i), (ii), and (iii), which gives . The term is the probability that the vertices in do not connect to vertices in . And in [34] , condition (iv) instead of (iii) are used, which gives . However, in our case, any two edges having adjacent vertices are dependent. So we use condition (v). Since for , a perfect match exists, then the subgraph spanned by has edges that are not adjacent with each other. (87) This means we can find a perfect matching with high probability, i.e., .
